Trait-based diversification shifts reflect differential extinction among fossil taxa
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A basic question in evolution is whether shifts in taxonomic and/or morphologic diversification are tied to particular anatomical traits. The fossil record includes many examples of taxa possessing one set of traits losing diversity over time, whereas other taxa with different sets of traits gain diversity (1–4). Similarly, phylogenies of extant taxa often suggest that speciose subclades possessing derived traits were once much less diverse than the remainder of the clade diagnosed by primitive traits (5–7). In a different vein, morphospace studies often indicate that particular subclades diversify in regions of morphospace seemingly off limits to the remainder of the clade (8–10). Three models of trait-based diversification shifts explain these patterns. Model 1 (elevated net extinction) posits elevated extinction rates and/or decreased origination rates among taxa with primitive traits (11, 12). Model 2 (elevated net speciation) posits elevated speciation rates and/or decreased extinction rates among some taxa with derived traits (11, 13, 14). Model 3 (elevated evolvability) posits that some characters vary only among some derived taxa and not among the remainder of the clade (3, 15). These models are not mutually exclusive: elevated evolvability might elevate net speciation (models 2 and 3) (16), or elevated speciation in one part of a clade might induce elevated extinction in another part of a clade (models 1 and 2) (17). However, we do not know whether any of these three models predominates or even whether trait-based diversification shifts are the norm at low taxonomic (e.g., species and genus) levels.

Model Predictions

We can test whether traits correlate with diversification shifts on phylogenies of extant taxa (13, 14). However, accurately estimating extinction rates and recognizing lost diversity given only extant taxa are notoriously difficult (18, 19), both of which bias such tests against supporting the elevated net extinction model (20). Modifying these tests to include taxa sampled in different time intervals rather than from just the present should improve extinction rate estimates (21). Even then, error in phylogenetic reconstructions for fossil taxa is biased toward elevating early diversification rates (22). Such error biases inferred trees against supporting differential net cladogenesis and possibly, against elevated evolvability.

Trait-based diversification and trait-independent diversification make different predictions about the fossil record without reference to specific phylogenies (9, 10, 23–25). Stratigraphic patterns among compatible character pairs are one example. Character pairs are compatible if there are phylogenies that do not require parallelism or convergence for either character (26, 27). If both characters have two states, then at most, only three of four possible combinations evolve. Such pairs are stratigraphically compatible (28) if they fit one of two patterns. Suppose that we label the character states on the oldest-known species 0. Hierarchical stratigraphic compatibility (HSC) is species with 0 occurring in the oldest strata, species with 10 appearing in younger strata, and species with 11 appearing in still younger strata. HSC is consistent with a 00—10—11 sequence of evolution. Divergent stratigraphic compatibility (DSC) is species with 00 occurring in the oldest strata, 10 occurring in the younger strata, and 11 occurring in the still younger strata.

Significance

Shifts in biological diversity often are associated with particular anatomical traits. Anatomical data from over 300 clades of brachiopods, molluscs, arthropods, echinoderms, and chordates show that trait-based diversification shifts are common at even fairly low (genus and species) taxonomic levels. Cambrian taxa present the lone major exception. Among post-Cambrian taxa, diversification shifts correlate strongly with elevated net extinction of primitive taxa rather than elevated net speciation of derived taxa or increased morphological disparity among derived taxa. This finding emphasizes the importance of extinction in shaping morphological and phylogenetic diversity among closely related species and genera as well as suggests another way in which Cambrian evolution was unique.
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with some species bearing 10 and different species bearing 01 appearing in younger strata. DSC is consistent with a 10 → 00 → 01 sequence of evolution.

Compatible characters should represent slowly evolving characters (26, 27). Simulations confirm this expectation (29) (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). If characters change infrequently, then there will usually be several species bearing 00 (hereafter, a paraclade) (30) contemporaneous with the first species bearing 10 (31). Under trait-independent diversification, that paraclade should generate more total descendants than the sole-derived species (30) and thus, generate more opportunities for a 00 → 01 transition (DSC) than for a 10 → 11 transition (HSC). Simulations show that, given trait-independent diversification and no addition to character space, fewer than 40% of stratigraphically compatible pairs should be HSC (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). These expectations hold over a wide range of per-taxon sampling rates and evolutionary models (SI Appendix, Fig. S5) (note that the same simulations show that we should sample state pairs in correct order for 95% of compatible character pairs).

Increasing net extinction rates within paraclades retaining 00 pairs (model 1) reduces the chance of a 00 → 01 transition (and DSC) by reducing the expected descendants from paraclade members. Similarly, increasing net speciation rates for species with 10 (model 2) elevates the probability of a 10 → 11 transition (and HSC) by elevating the expected descendants of the species with 10. Finally, the number of evolvable characters for the suboclade diagnosed by 10 (model 3) introduces a suite of characters for which 10 → 11 (and HSC) is the only probable transition. Thus, all three models elevate expected HSC.

Models 1–3 make unique predictions about correlations between HSC and different paleontological patterns. Elevated net extinction and elevated net speciation (models 1 and 2) make distinct predictions about stratigraphic distributions of species within paraclades and whole clades, respectively. Elevated net extinction (model 1), for example, predicts that the pooled stratigraphic distributions of species retaining primitive conditions should have lower centers of gravity than other models predict (32, 33). Elevated net speciation (model 2) predicts that the pooled stratigraphic distributions for the clade should have a higher center of gravity than other models predict.

Elevated evolvability (model 3) makes unique predictions regarding morphological diversity (disparity) relative to models 1 and 2. If fewer characters can change among early species than some derived species, then the disparity among all S/2 early species will be lower than expected given the total character space and likely clade(s) of change (34, 35). These predictions apply to cumulative disparity (i.e., disparity among all S/2 species) rather than standing disparity (i.e., species extant halfway through a clade’s history), because extinction often greatly affects standing disparity (36) (Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, Fig. S5).

We apply stratigraphic compatibility, center of gravity, and cumulative disparity analyses to 319 published character matrices of fossil species and genera to ask three questions. (i) Are patterns consistent with trait-based diversification shifts truly common among fossil taxa at low taxonomic levels? (ii) Do these patterns vary among taxonomic groups and/or over time? (iii) Is there any general association with the expectations of elevated net extinction, elevated net speciation, or elevated evolvability?

**Results**

**Excess HSC.** HSC exceeds expectations of trait-independent diversification in the vast majority of the clades (Fig. 1, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Table S3, results under alternative models). Only arthropods fail to have significantly more than 50% of clades with excess HSC. Major deviations are particularly common: 37%–55% of clades show excess HSC deviations that 25% of fewer clades should show (37) to 12–29% of clades show deviations that only 5% or fewer clades should show (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S7).

Temporally, only Cambrian clades fit null expectations (Fig. 2); excess HSC is common thereafter, with only the Carboniferous failing to show excess HSC in significantly more than 50% of clades at $P \leq 0.05$. Pairwise contrasts in excess HSC between periods (SI Appendix, Table S4) show the Cambrian to be significantly different from all periods save the Carboniferous; however, only one of the remaining 45 contrasts (Ordovician vs. Paleogene) is significant at $P \leq 0.05$.

**Associations Between Excess HSC and Other Evolutionary Patterns.** Clades with excess HSC typically have lower centers of gravity for paraclades retaining 00 pairs than expected given trait-independent diversification and origination, extinction, sampling, and character change parameters appropriate to each clade (Materials and Methods). This association (Fig. 3A) is highly significant for all clades (Kendall’s $\tau = -0.329$, $P = 1.7 \times 10^{-10}$) and among brachiopod and mollusc, arthropod, echinoderm, and chordate clades separately (Table 2). The associations also are significant for Ordovician-Permian and Meso-Cenozoic clades but not Cambrian clades (Table 2). Excess HSC is also associated with whole clades having lower than expected centers of gravity. This association is much weaker than the HSC–paraclade association, and it is significant only among chordate and Meso-Cenozoic clades (Table 2). Finally, no significant associations exist between excess HSC and deviations from expected cumulative disparity (Table 2).

**Discussion**

Our results strongly corroborate elevated net extinction (model 1), strongly contradict elevated net speciation (model 2), and are unsupportive of elevated evolvability (model 3). Before discussing the implications of these models in additional detail, we will first consider whether very different models might explain our results.

**Alternative Explanations for Excess HSC.** We should sample 95% of state pairs for compatible characters in correct order, regardless of whether very different models might explain our results.
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**Fig. 1.** Deviations between observed and expected HSC for fossil (A) brachiopods and molluscs; (B) arthropods; (C) echinoderms; and (D) chordates. Positive numbers mean that 00 → 10 → 11 (upper right cartoon in A) sequences exceed Monte Carlo-generated expectations assuming continuous trait-independent diversification with empirically estimated origination, extinction, and sampling rates and simulated character evolution matching observed compatibility for each dataset. Negative numbers mean that 10 → 00 → 01 sequences (upper left cartoon in A) exceed those same expectations. Shades correspond to the significance of the deviations.
of average per-taxon sampling rates (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). However, if species with derived states have vastly higher sampling rates than species with primitive states, then we could sample more state pairs out of order. We consider this an unlikely explanation for two reasons. First, such changes in preservation potential should be as apt to convert HSC to DSC as DSC to HSC. If all species in a given clade are well sampled, we should expect to see the same proportion of Monte Carlo runs with equal or greater HSC. All cases with \( P \leq 0.05 \) are also counted as \( P \leq 0.25 \) and \( P < 0.50 \). Numbers in parentheses give binomial probabilities of these outcomes given expectations of 5%, 25%, and 50% of datasets. Fig. 1 describes the test.

Our Monte Carlo tests use diversification models that maximize expected HSC. However, pervasive anagenesis is a very different model that also will generate copious HSC. If all species in a given dataset are morphospecies from a single anagenetically evolving lineage, then only HSC can be common: a \( 00 \rightarrow 01 \) transition requires that the lineage first revert back to \( 00 \). Anagenesis also predicts that HSC is anagenetic: species with \( 00 \) do not occur in younger strata than the first species with \( 10 \). Anagenetic HSC is much more frequent than predicted by trait-independent diversification (SI Appendix, Fig. S8A). However, very few datasets analyzed here are good candidates for being anagenetic lineages. Most datasets include numerous clearly contemporaneous species, and reconstructed phylogenies typically imply numerous subclades within each clade. Notably, trait-independent diversification under bifurcation models that mix anagenesis and cladogenesis predicts less HSC than it does under budding models with only cladogenesis (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Our Monte Carlo tests assume the budding model. As such, assuming no anagenesis makes our results conservative (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 and Table S3).

An evolutionary explanation for reduced durations of paraclines relative to expected paracline durations is that turnover rates decrease over time within clades. If this happens within individual clades that we analyze, then early paraclines should have shorter durations than expected given our null model. This pattern is well-documented for the Phanerozoic as a whole (39). However, stage-to-stage variation in turnover is considerable for both metazoans (39) and larger taxonomic groups (e.g., gastropods or mammals) (40–42), which means that turnover actually varies considerably over the timespans covered by the datasets that we analyze. Moreover, individual clades often have early origination rates that are much higher than extinction rates (3, 41–44), which elevates DSC rather than HSC (SI Appendix, Fig. SSD).

Paleontologists choose species and genera for phylogenetic analyses to address particular issues, which might, in turn, bias our results. For example, workers compile many phylogenetic datasets to examine biogeographic patterns (45–47). However, biogeographic differentiation should encourage the subclade diversification and thus, should generate more DSC than null models. Other phylogenetic datasets deliberately target the oldest members of clades to unravel subclade relationships because of a concern that homoplasy among late-appearing members of subclades will confound relationships among those subclades (48–50). Deliberately targeting early members of subclades should elevate DSC. Finally, high diversification rates early in clade history also would elevate DSC (see above).

Many of the clades that we analyze actually are paraclines within larger clades. Paraclines do not affect the implications of our results. Suppose that Eocene species show high HSC and correspondingly low centers of gravity among paraclines with primitive states. The implied relationship between primitive states and elevated net extinction in the Eocene follows if the clade went extinct at the end of the Eocene or if the clade includes unanalyzed Oligocene species. Alternatively, a group might be paraphyletic relative to a contemporaneous taxon that is so different that workers have not analyzed them together. Again, subsequent evolution has no bearing on the history of character states within the paraphyletic group; moreover, if the daughter taxon is that different from its ancestors, then there probably are few character states that can be coded easily in both groups to reveal DSC. Finally, our finding that paraclines with primitive states have unusually low centers of gravity is not an artifact of paraphyly. We report the difference between expected metrics given trait-independent diversification and observed metrics; regardless of whether expected centers of gravity for paraclines are low or high (33), we find that the observed centers of gravity are too low.
Fig. 3. Associations between excess HSC and other paleontological patterns. Colors and shapes are the same as in Figs. 1 and 2. All points plot the differences between observation and expectation given continuous trait-independent diversification and no change of character space. Cartoons on the x axis idealize those deviations from the null model, with dashed lines giving expectations and solid lines giving possible patterns (D, cumulative disparity; S, richness). Gray boxes reflect predicted associations with HSC given (A) elevated net extinction, (B) elevated net speciation, and (C) elevated evolvability. (A) Observed minus expected centers of gravity for paraclades retaining 00 combinations (where 0 denotes the oldest appearing state). (B) Observed minus expected centers of gravity for whole clades. (C) Excess cumulative disparity among the first S/2 taxa in a clade of 5 taxa. Additional information is in Figs. 1 and 2.

General Models of Elevated Net Extinction. We conclude that elevated net extinction of paraclades retaining primitive conditions (model 1) drives most trait-based diversification shifts at low taxonomic levels. Paleontologists have proposed several explanations for elevated net extinction, including competition (43, 51, 52) and biased survivorship over extinction pulses (53). Competition models, such as coupled logistic diversification, are particularly appealing, because they offer mechanisms for actively eliminating paraclades while not necessarily greatly increasing the overall diversity of a clade (1, 43, 52). Competition also predicts the elevated anagenetic HSC discussed above by linking elevated net extinction to the appearance of derived species (25). If so, then pooling datasets to examine (say) the Carnivora as a whole might reveal associations between elevated evolvability and the founding of major clades that do not exist with the families and superfamilies examined here (16, 59).

Our results flatly contradict the idea that elevated net speciation (model 2) drives trait-based diversification shifts. The associations between clade centers of gravity and HSC actually are opposite of the model’s predictions. A corollary prediction (i.e., that major taxonomic groups with many examples of excess HSC should show rising net origination rates over time) is also incorrect. Most Cenozoic mammal clades show excess HSC (SI Appendix, Fig. S11A) without any trend in net origination rates (42). Even more damning, most Silurian-Carboniferous trilobite clades show excess HSC (SI Appendix, Fig. S11A) while showing decreasing net origination rates (40). Thus, our results are another caution that the common inference of elevated net speciation from phylogenies of extant taxa is an artifact of those trees being unable to support elevated net extinction models (18–21, 60).

Why Is the Cambrian Different? Cambrian clades alone show neither pervasive excess HSC nor a correlation between excess HSC and low centers of gravity for paraclades. This evidence of (relatively) low divergence might reflect the radiation of clades into new ecospace, allowing for unusually high numbers of subclades to diversify (61, 62), which in turn, might generate enough DSC to cancel out excess HSC within subclades. However, major radiations in the Ordovician, Triassic, and Paleogene contradict this.

Table 2. Associations between excess HSC and other paleontological patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Paraclade CG</th>
<th>Clade CG</th>
<th>CD at S/2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>τ</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>τ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachiopods and molluscs</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthropods</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>5.2 × 10^{-4}</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echinoderms</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>8.0 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chordates</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>8.7 × 10^{-12}</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambrian</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paleozoic</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>6.2 × 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesozoic</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>4.6 × 10^{-14}</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Associations between excess HSC and deviations from expected paraclade and clade centers of gravity (CGs) and cumulative disparity (CD) halfway through clade history (S/2) broken down by taxonomic group and time. τ gives Kendall’s rank correlation statistic.
idea by generating frequent excess HSC (Fig. 2), despite having many plausible examples of clades radiating into “vacated” ecospaces.

Nearly all Cambrian datasets represent trilobites. Thus, the Cambrian pattern might corroborate the biomere model (56), which posits that trilobites retaining primitive states selectively survived extinction pulses in the Cambrian. Such extinction would offset background loss of taxa retaining primitive states (63). Notably, post-Cambrian trilobites (and particularly, Silurian-Carboniferous trilobites) show HSC patterns comparable with other metazoans (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 and Table S4). Moreover, arthropods show a significant association between excess HSC and overall low paracode centers of gravity, although 50 of 60 clades are trilobites (Table 2). Assessing whether this reflects something different about Cambrian trilobites cannot be done, because it requires data from Cambrian molluscs, echinoderms, etc. Nevertheless, it does suggest yet another way in which Cambrian evolution was unique.

Conclusions

After the Cambrian, HSC among closely related species and genera greatly exceeds the expectations of trait-independent diversification. Our finding indicates that trait-based diversification shifts are common at low taxonomic levels. The pattern corresponds with paraplectic groups retaining primitive conditions losing diversity faster than predicted by trait-independent diversification. Thus, elevated net extinction seems to be the primary driver of trait-based diversification shifts. Our results strongly contradict the idea that elevated net speciation within derived subclades is common, although elevated net speciation is a conclusion of many studies using phylogenies of extant species. Increased evolvability among anatomical characters also does not explain diversification shifts, although elevated evolvability might be important for the founding of the analyzed taxa. Future work should focus on whether these differences are due to the absence of other binary characters or the absence of nonbinary characters (SI Appendix).

Materials and Methods

Datasets. We analyze 319 published character matrices, all of which were assembled for phylogenetic analyses (SI Appendix, Tables S5 and S6). We focus on species- and genus-level datasets, because (i) we are interested in whether patterns associated with trait-based diversification shifts occur at low taxonomic levels, (ii) species- and genus-level analyses minimize the potential for uneven species richness among taxa hiding evidence of divergence, and (iii) using species and genera instead of (say) families minimizes cases where characters used to diagnose a taxon are absent in the oldest known members of that taxon. We made exceptions for studies focusing on early members of clades that include known members of groups that diverged after the study interval of the dataset (e.g., late Eocene representatives of subfamilies that diversify in the Oligocene are included in an analysis of Eocene species). We also exclude outgroup taxa, because outgroups usually represent a small fraction of the richness in a related clade. The vast majority of our datasets lacks any extant species or genera; however, any extant taxa in a dataset are included only if they have fossil representatives.

We set polymorphic characters to states that maximized their stratigraphic compatibility. In studies including extant species, we exclude any characters not coded for extinct taxa on the assumption that they are not fossilizable. We also exclude characters that are invariant within the ingroup.

We derive first and last appearance data from several sources, with the original publications and the Paleobiology Database (paleobiodb.org) being the two biggest sources. Stratigraphic ranges for extant taxa reflect the first and last fossil occurrences rather than assuming that those taxa survive to the present.

Metrics. Our analyses measure compatibility, stratigraphic compatibility, center of gravity, and morphological disparity. Compatible characters have three of four possible combinations if the characters are binary (26, 27); if one or both characters have three or more states, then we first assess whether the pair is compatible (SI Appendix, Fig. 51), and then, we tally all binary breakdowns of the two characters with three of four possible pairs (SI Appendix, Figs. S2 and S3) (note that inapplicable and unknown conditions are always excluded from combinations). Our approach therefore treats all multistate characters as unordered, which maximizes their compatibility (27) and standardizes the inconsistent use of ordered characters among workers. We tally stratigraph compatibility as all compatible pairs with three of four states (in which each species pair has at least one state present in at least two of four time intervals in the dataset). Origination and extinction rates are constant, which generates more HSC than alternative models, such as logistic diversification (50).

Monte Carlo Analyses. We use Monte Carlo analyses to estimate expected HSC, centers of gravity, and cumulative disparities. Unlike bootstrapping or permutation tests in similar analyses (25), Monte Carlo tests assume that some phylogeny underlies character and stratigraphic distributions. For each clade of ≥5 taxa, 1,001 phylogenies are simulated using origination and extinction rates estimated from the stratigraphic ranges of the original data until ≤5 considered taxa are sampled given the observed patterns in real data. (If a character pair is one-half HSC because of two states coded for both taxa (64), we use cumulative disparity rather than standing disparity (i.e., the average pairwise dissimilarity among all S taxa in a dataset and the average pairwise dissimilarity among the oldest S/2 taxa in that dataset). In cases where clades passed S/2 taxa partway through a stratigraphic interval, we estimate the disparity at S/2 assuming a log-linear relationship between disparity and richness (35). Suppose that a dataset with 29 species has half species through time 1 and 20 species through time 4 and that the average pairwise dissimilarity among the first 10 species is 0.4, whereas the average pairwise dissimilarity among the first 20 species is 0.5. Species 15 represents the halfway point. The cumulative disparity among the first 15 species is 0.4 × |ln(15) − ln(10)| × 0.5 = 0.4 |ln(20) − ln(10)| = 0.453 (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). We rescale (μ pairwise dissimilarity among S/2)/μ pairwise dissimilarity among S for comparison with Monte Carlo expectations (see below).

We calculate center of gravity following several prior studies (32, 33) using the stratigraphic ranges of the taxa in the dataset. We did this first for the entire clade (total clade center of gravity). For the average paracode center of gravity within each clade, we took every HSC pair and then measured the center of gravity for the assembly of taxa retaining the 00 condition (with 0 representing the oldest appearing states, regardless of the actual number used in the dataset). We then estimated the average center of gravity of those paracodes. (If a character pair is one-half HSC because of two states appearing in the oldest strata, then the pair is given half-weight; see above.) This average was then rescaled to the total clade center of gravity for comparisons with Monte Carlo expectations (see below).

We measure morphological disparity as the average pairwise dissimilarity among all species in a clade (26, 27). We calculate this as the sum of all dissimilarity values divided by the number of pairwise comparisons with Monte Carlo expectations (see below).

1. The Monte Carlo tests generate:
   - Expected HSC given continuous, trait-independent diversification over phylogeny generated under plausible rates of origination, extinction, and sampling, and change;
   - Expected paracode and clade center of gravity given continuous, trait-independent diversification over phylogeny generated under plausible rates of origination, extinction, sampling, and change; and
   - Expected cumulative disparity at S/2 over phylogeny generated plausible and consistent rates of change in a single character space.
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